
Dear 411, 	 2/14/95  

Dy the time we returned from three medical appointments followed by lunch and some 

last-minute shopping with anther storm predicted for tomorrow there is little time for 

my sudden and tp-be-rushed maim project and not enough time before supper to do the 

mail. I'll be enclosing a little more on the dumping of the first half of the page 

proofs of NEVER AGAIN! Om me yesterday, the second halt  due in twoeks. They broke 

their word, edited it again, made careless mistakes in the first few pages that I've 

had time to look at, and I ca4t correct in any way that will chanage any page!The 

first one took several hours. I.may, if I have to take a break from it, write more about 

this. Right now I'm waiting for the right person in the doctor's office to take the 

phone and tell me the amount of coumadin I was to have taken five hours earlier! 

On tho-Se WW II dhcumentariefl, if your father was up from under enough he pro- 
L., 

bably learned and told you that the best fighters were the civilian ftftees, regardless 

of the kind of men they were. 

Clinton made the Limbuaghers by nOtr ionstituting the Fairness Doetribe....Dave 

says that in his conservative area the papers are full of protests over the Ginglers' 

attempt to wipe public broadcasting out....To the best of my knowledge Newman associates 

close to exclusively with the theorist/most of whom are nutty....DeLoach told the truth 

foi-mma once.fi was well known that Hoover resisted compurizing. Alk DeL may well have 
tr 

been the one of influence in chaFing H's mind. ....And 13, inclined to believe that 

Oswald may well have taken the bus. The contrary evidence is at best poor and almost 

all seriously faulted when it was not even cross-examined.(Except by me and I think 
of 	 ,----) Neagher.) .0.1 think the real reason Bush picked/4 Quale is defense against impeach- 

ment. 1emember those he pardoned? And what they could have said about him? AA some did -.., 
in their notes? ...I hope ypu are rfight about the next presidential election because 

it looks as I've been saying that the 'anglers are out to make basic changes in the 

kind of society we are, raping the Constitution along the way, 

Exuse the haste, 

If it is not clear, can you imagine the 

uongress doing anything that would have made 

Quayle president? 


